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In what ways can you strengthen your
online assessment options?

Multiple Choice Grid

Assessment in Blended 
and Online Learning

Assessment Tools 
for Online Environments
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Nearpod EdpuzzlePear Deck
Teachers can use Nearpod
to show learning content
(student-paced and LIVE),
interactive slides and
activities, and assess
student progress. 

Matching Pairs

Multiple Choice Quiz Game

Teachers can integrate
Edpuzzle into their online
instruction to present
learning content and
simultaneously assess
student comprehension. 

Teachers can use Pear
Deck to show learning
content (student-paced
and LIVE), interactive
slides and activities, and
assess student progress. 

Presentation Tools

Quiz Competitions

Traffic Light Polling

Kahoot Quizizz & Flip

Teachers can integrate 
Kahoot into instruction to 
present instructional 
quizzes and trivia to 
students. Multimedia can 
be integrated to enhance
engagement.

Integrate Slides

Insert a variety of questions

Gamification and Discourse Tools

Video and Audio Response

Fill-in-the-Blank 

Edulastic Google & Microsoft Forms 

Teachers can use Edulastic
to develop assessments
utilizing 30+ question types.
Standards can be integrated
along with depth of
knowledge and Bloom's
Taxonomy.

Fill-in-the-Blank

Drag and Drop & Graphing

Teachers can integrate Google Form and
Microsoft Form to assess students via surveys
and quizzes. Surveys and quizzes can include
branching elements to move students through the
assessment. Surveys and Quizzes can incorporate
videos, images, points values, and immediate
feedback.

Quiz Tools

Upload multimedia

Open Responses

Drawing Knowledge

Ranking Responses

Teachers can use Quizizz to assess students via
interactive quizzes. Quizzes can be chosen from a
library of already created quizzes or create new
assessments.  Teachers can also create differentiated
learning experiences for students. Flip is another tool
that also allows students to upload video responses
relevant to the discussion topics.

Open-ended Responses

Drawing and Matching

Rating Responses


